~ The Angelic Assembly~

Message ~
Greetings beloved one.
The world is Magically changing at a breath-taking rate. We are being Fueled by
a Golden Ray that provides us with Hope and Happiness as we continue into the
Age of a New Dawn. This Golden Ray is of the 12th Ray of Creation and is the
highest frequency drawn from the Divine Source into Earth’s Plane of Existence.
Its Golden Ray holds a Divine and Spiritual Power, Emanating 7 Rays of Light into
Humanity a Christed-Consciousness of Oneness, for soul healing and spiritual
growth. Connecting with the Golden Ray is also a Connection with the Central
Sun, connecting you to the highest aspect of your Soul and Spirit which resides
in the One Aspect to all that is.
We have all been through some pretty challenging experiences this year, and
just when we thought we were Clear from the Chaos, we got Smacked again.
We’ve all felt it in many different ways. This isn’t a time to fall into weakness or
rage, it’s time to Stand Tall, Breathe and Begin again.

We are those we’ve been waiting. We are the Peace Makers and the Prayer
People. We are the Code-breakers to Release the Old Energy built of Brick and
Mortar. We are the Illumined Ones that can ‘soften’ the hardened frequency
with our Light and Love.
As this Old Energy Surfaces, we Face it head on with a Calm and Forgiving
demeanor. As we watch the Old Energy unfold and Decrease, we begin to
Increase with Strength, Faith and Dignity. So, if you find yourself in a situation
that is uncomfortable, please do not let it linger, for this lingering Energy may
fuel itself into a Blazing Ball of heat, that could eventually Burn you.
Please take a moment to Reflect and Receive the Light of the Golden Ray into
your being and Breathe. Whether you are to face this situation head on, or let it
dissolve in Silence, it must be set Free.

Calling upon St. Germain of the Violet Flame and the Golden Ray,
will detach, discord and dissolve the Conflict at hand. If the Command or Force
remains present, continue to place this Old Energy into the Violet Flame,
surrounded by the Golden Ray by Stoking it with Forgiveness and Love, until it
is completely healed.
The Angels Speak that over the next few months, this Old Energy will increase.
It is Time for this Old Energy to be Released and Replaced with Peace, so that
Humanity can Increase their ability to Receive the Blessings and Goodness that
this New Garden has to offer.
We are already prepared to help assist and lift this old energy quickly. With each
person participating, they are helping Humanity Heal. Healing is a HUGE
process and takes a long time, though through Trust and Divine Commitment,
adversity is released, and Healings occurs.

There WAS an Angelic Assembly in August to assist Humanity release old
energy. There were 7 Angels of Bright and luminous light fields from within the
Golden Ray. They emitted a Glow of Energy upon Earth for each living element
to be fueled with New Energy and a Living Light Source to help remove darkness
or shadows of its Past.
We have been altered in many activations with an overcoat of protection, and
as we move into Newer Dimensions we will be fortified with New Energy while
living this earthly embodiment.
We would like to assist you during this auspicious time.
Please join us for the 7-Day Angelic Activation.

PLEASE NOTE *** This Series is an Archive from August,
2019. Although TIME and DATES never stops one from
STILL being able to RECEIVE an incredible amount of this
New Energy.
All information can be found here within this Newsletter. Many Blessings to
thee.
And So, it is

Mary Martin ~ Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist in Spiritual Activation’s, while
Awakening the Embodiment’s System during this Accessional Process. As a Minister, Messenger,
Medium, Mentor, Mediator, Muse and Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people connect to their
Spiritual Embodiment, through their Akashic Records, Activation's, Karmic Balancing,
Attunement's, Clearings, Healings, and Blessings by Teaching and Assisting one to raise and
maintain their own vibrational frequency. As a Humanitarian and Spiritual Teacher, she has
dedicated her life and abilities to helping people Worldwide and is committed in these services
through travels, healings, messages, teachings and charitable offerings as a Mother of Many.

